ABSTRACT. We show that if XisallJ-set, then the family of compact subsets of X contains a cofinal (w.r.t. inclusion) subset of cardinality d; the same is true if X is nj, under strong set-theoretic hypotheses.
(among other things) that always kc{X) < k{X) < cof(J^(X)), that kc{X) = d if X is a non-tr-compact and analytic, and that kc{X) = k{X) = cof {5?{X)) -d if X is a non-<7-compact absolute Fag. Our main result is that cof(J?"(X)) < d if X is coanalytic (i.e. Fi\); thus, for non-<j-compact absolute Borel sets X, kc{X) -k{X) = coî{3f{X)) -d. Extensions to sets of higher complexity are also discussed.
PROPOSITION. For any space X, cof(^(X)) = kc{J?{X)).
PROOF. Let Sf be cofinal in Jf{X). Then each element of Jf{X) is contained in some L G S?; so X{X) = \JL€J¿,^{L), where 3?{L) is compact. So kc{5?{X)) < cof(JT(X)).
Conversely, let ^ be a covering oíJÍ{X) by compact sets. Then for each Cef, UG is compact. Let ¿2? = {\JC: C G W}; we claim that 5C is cofinal in 3?{X). Indeed, if 0 ^ K C X is compact, then ii G G for some C gW; hence, K Ç \J C, and we are done.
At this point, let us remark that by van Douwen [1, Lemma 8.9], for all computations of kc, k and cof, we can restrict ourselves to subsets of the Cantor set 2", since every n¿, E^, A^ subset of the Hubert cube is the perfect image of a subset of 2" of the same class.
FÖNS VAN ENGELEN this set onto Jí{2") is also E*. But the complement of the projected set is just {K G J?{X) : K n {2"\X) = 0} = JT(X), so JT(X) is IL*.
THEOREM. Let X be any U\-set. Then coî{3T(X)) < d.
PROOF. By the above remark, let X Ç 2". By the lemma, 3£{X) is nj, and by the proposition cof(J^(X)) = kc(Jf(X)). By Luzin-Sierpiñski [5] , a nj-set is the union of Ni Borel sets, 3T(X) -Ua<wi ^<*-Now since Ba is a continuous image of ta", we have kc{X) < kc{ta") = d; thus kc{JT{X)) < d. Ni = d.
COROLLARY, (a) Let X be a non-a-compact absolute Borel set; then kc{X) = k{X) = coî{3f{X)) = d. The proof of the theorem shows in fact that coî{Jf{X)) < d. k iîJf{X) can be written as a union of k Borel sets. If X isU2, then so is Jt{X) by the lemma, and it is a theorem of Martin (see Moschovakis [5] ) that if E} games are determined (and AC holds) then any E^-set is a union of N2 Borell sets; if X is n^, then so is 3?{X), and the same theorem of Martin says that if A^-games are determined (and AC holds) then any E^-set is a union of N3 Borel sets. Furthermore, from a theorem of Steel [7] it can easily be deduced (compare van Engelen Recent results of Jackson combined with well-known results of descriptive set theory imply that if determinancy holds for L{3?) (and AC holds) then for each n we can find a natural number k{n) such that each n^-set is a union of ^k(n) Borel sets. Thus COROLLARY. If F>et{L{3?)) and d > Nfc(n), then for X a non-a-compact II*-set, kc{X) = k{X) = cof(JT(X)) = d.
